LE HINTON

No Doubt About It
(I Gotta Get Another Hat)
after Chris Toll

in my head it was Vincent (not Boris)
who narrated the Who family fun
during Grinch-time in December
but then he clocked in for Sears
selling Rembrandts (not Lady Kenmores)
(clarity at 14)
why is he
in crèche
I met Santa
(who fingered a pocketful of poems)
on the corner of Saint Paul + No(wH)ere
four times maybe three
he passed out couplets to the crowd
a smile full of antlers
(Bullwinkle not Rudolph)
I know why Chris
is in Christmas
some gods play with clouds
like Play-Doh
(who forgot to wind the clock)
some poets cloud with play
like heart tracings
why is toll
in atoll
how does a poet
fall back into the sky
(what time is it)
I’m certain only twice each day
this is once
I know why he
is in ache
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Michael Chabon likes to hover in the places where the boundaries
blur. Between literary fiction and fantasy. Between imagination and
reality. Between faith and doubt.
He calls it working between “the Empire of Lies and the Republic
of Truth.”
Chabon’s fiction—he’s written realistic novels like his debut, The
Mysteries of Pittsburgh, and the daredevil tale that won the Pulitzer in
2001, The Amazing Adventures of Kavalier & Clay–exists on the border,
where things are in question.
Chabon gives partial credit to his origins—Columbia, the planned
community where mapmakers purposefully smudged the boundaries
between social classes and races and religions. Chabon grew up in a
little rancher in the Longfellow neighborhood, where street names
originate from Henry Wadsworth’s verse. In fact, all the streets in
Columbia were named after lines from American literature.
In a piece in The Atlantic touting his 2012 novel, Telegraph Avenue,
set in the shaky landscape of a Berkeley vinyl record shop (and its
owners) on the verge of collapse, Chabon wrote about where he
grew up.
“Maybe your hometown is always an imaginary place: the home
of your imagination,” Chabon wrote. “If so, then mine—at its best,
at its most vivid—whether the vanishing rainbow of Columbia, or the
shifting restless polycultural territory manifesting in the joint between
Oakland and Berkeley, is a place a lot like this place right here, a place
to which people come most of all, I think, because they want to live
around people who are not like them, because that is the very thing
they have most in common, because they are dedicated to the selfevident truth articulated in one of the founding documents of my
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